Pledge between the Coach Manager
and the Volunteer Coach
The purpose of this document is to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the CM-VC relationship.
Coach Manager
1. I am your primary link to Touch Point Connection: to ensure that you
feel comfortable with your skills, and develop the appropriate
temperament to work with your teen within the coaching model.
2. I am here to guide you and act as the conduit between TPC and its
processes and policies, and the School District and its processes and
policies other than issues regarding scheduling appointments with
your teen.
3. I will provide once-a-month coaching support by a mutually arranged
phone call.
4. I am also available to provide “just-in-time” support and guidance
around coaching issues. Please contact me by either phone or email to
arrange such support..
5. This coaching support pertains only to matters relevant to the
coaching of your teen, and does not include coaching support for
personal matters outside of the coaching relationship with your teen.
6. I will uphold and support the Volunteer Coach and Teen agreements.
The intentions expressed in those documents apply to our relationship
as well.
7. I will provide you support in the context of sanctuary. My goal is to
assist you with non-judgmental and honest feedback that brings clarity
and builds your confidence.
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Volunteer Coach
1. I recognize you as my primary contact when I have questions
regarding any matters regarding the coaching of my teen.
2. I will assume equal responsibility to establish my once a month
coaching calls with you.
3. My teen’s welfare is my first priority. Therefore I will ask for “just-intime” support if I need it, and do so in a timely manner which will
give me guidance to best assist my teen.
4. I understand that my role is to support my teen within the coaching
model. Any calls to you will only be in that regard, and I will not ask
for support with any personal matters.
5. I will provide you and TPC with monthly reports as has been
indicated.
6. I will uphold and support the Volunteer Coach and Teen agreements.
The intentions expressed in those documents apply to our relationship
as well.
7. I wish to grow and improve my coaching skills and confidence to
serve my teen. Therefore I wish to receive non-judgmental and honest
feedback from you.

Signed____________________________________ date______________
Signed____________________________________ date______________
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